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Most people, acquainted with cryptology either through sensational cloak and dagger stories or

through newspaper cryptograms, are not aware that many aspects of this art may be treated

systematically, by means of some elementary mathematical concepts and methods. In this

introduction, Professor Sinkov explains some of the fundamental techniques at the basis of

cryptanalytic endeavor from which much more sophisticated techniques have evolved, especially

since the advent of computers. The mathematical topics relevant in these discussions include

modular arithmetic, a little number theory, some linear algebra of two dimensions with matrices,

some combinatorics, and a little statistics. Also included are programs in BASIC developed by Paul

Irwin for use in his course based on this book.
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Dr. Sinkov has been-there, done-that. He was in the first group of three mathematicians hired by

William Friedman of the Army's Signal Intelligence Service (SIS) back in 1930. After two name

changes, the agency became the NSA, and Sinkov became the Chief of Communications Security,

and later, Deputy Director for Production.Using only high school math, the good doctor takes us on

a tour of cryptanalysis that is remarkable for it's clarity and completeness. If you don't start with

Sinkov's book, you're doing it the hard way.



This, along with the book by Helen Gaines, is one of the best introductions to classical cryptology,

but if you want to go further into contemporary cryptology, you'll need a more recent book. I like

Applied Cryptology by Bruce Schneier.For by far the best book on background but not for

mathematics, try The Codebreakers by David Kahn.All four belong on any crypto bookshelf.

Sinkov presents the basics of simple cryptanalysis in clear, easy to understand language. His

examples and sample exercises that accompany each chapter provide the reader with hands-on

practice of the concepts introduced. Whether you are new to the study of cryptography and

cryptanalysis or you are well familiar with the basics of the field, Sinkov's presentation will have

something to interest you. A mathematical approach to cryptanalysis that is well thought out and

easy to understand.

Messages can be enciphered by replacing the letters of its words by other letters or symbols, or by

mixing them up (transposing them) as in an anagram. This book treats these processes on the

basis of the mathematics of these transformations. It covers single alphabet substitutions,

substitutions using multiple alphabets, two letter substitutions and transposition type ciphers. These

ciphers are studied using modular arithmetic, probability mathematics, series mathematics and

matrix algebra. The book contains numerous example problems as well as exercises and their

answers.This is much more of a book on deciphering messages than one on mathematics, and only

the basics of these various types of mathematics are utilized in deciphering. While the math

discussed is not treated in depth, I think you have to be interested in math to like this book. If you do

crosswords or other puzzles by intuition instead of by a mathematical analysis this book may not be

for you, but then again you may find the mathematical insights to be interesting and very

helpful.While I was quite familiar with most of the math covered in the book, I was never exposed to

modular arithmetic and found this part of the book challenging. In fact, I found the few pages allotted

to the math, as opposed to their use in deciphering, to be insufficient to fully grasp what I needed to.

Fortunately the applications were basic enough that I was able to learn what I needed from the

Internet, primarily from the excellent Khan Academy tutorial on codes.I learned a lot from the book,

but you have to want to or need to study ciphers to like the book, and you have to be interested in

the mathematical aspects of the subject.

This is simply the best book in elementary cryptanalysis. Every concept is clarified and explained

through the examples. There are questions and practice exercises at the end of every chapter.
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